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We have a vision . . . to produce world-class films that encourage respect and appreciation for the wilderness.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

See Splitboard Mountaineer Kyle Miller Live His Dream in a New Film by 
Crest Pictures

November 1, 2011, Edmonds, WA – Crest Pictures is proud to announce the release of their latest production, FreeRider, a 
short film about splitboard mountaineer Kyle Miller. FreeRider is a documentary chronicling Miller’s passion for his sport, 
his ski bum lifestyle, his great love of the wilderness and mountain scenery, and his unyielding dedication to fulfilling his 
boarding dreams.

Miller says, “I’m a skier first and a mountaineer second…I do it for the love of snowboarding.” But, every time he is in 
the backcountry he knows he is putting his life on the line. Often completely isolated, he and his climbing partners are 
fully aware that they are out there alone facing whatever is thrown at them…be it avalanches, bad weather, whiteouts, 
gear malfunctions, injury or worse. When asked if it’s worth all the hardship he suffers on splits just to get to these remote 
places? He happily answers, “I believe so!” That single ride is definitely worth skinning miles, sometimes even days, and 
digging deep to quiet his fears while boot packing up steep exposed lines to some lofty summit for that one 15-minute, 
4000-foot run.

FreeRider follows Miller on his “epic hunt for good snow” while trying to live a super frugal lifestyle just so he can ride 
nine months out of the year. And then things start to change for him. Along the way we see his pain and his joys…his 
disappointments and his accomplishments.

Snowboarding has come a long way in the last few years, and splitboard mountaineering is at the forefront now. Miller 
is part of this new vanguard. He is an admired and respected splitboarder who has been featured in articles in Off-Piste, 
Backcountry and Frequency magazines. This year, he became part of Eddie Bauer’s First Ascent group of elite athletes. Each 
season Miller sets a high bar for himself. In 2010, he successfully climbed and rode all 25 volcanoes in the Western United 
States. This year Miller went for and completed Washington’s 10 highest peaks while the cameras rolled for the making of 
FreeRider.

Robert Chrestensen is an accomplished filmmaker and co-owner of Crest Pictures, a small independent production 
company based in the Pacific Northwest that specializes in nature films. He typically packs only a small HD camera which 
allows him access into remote and hard to reach wilderness locations. This unobtrusive, up-close and personal approach 
results in less impact to the environment and a more intimate portrayal of the natural surroundings. His methodology 
translates into unique and thought-provoking imagery that has been recognized by screenings of his films at both film 
festivals and on public television. Recently Crest Pictures has ventured into the extreme sports genre, choosing to profile 
local athletes who have both a great respect for the wilderness and a special story to tell.

Deep backcountry footage for FreeRider was filmed by ski mountaineer and photographer Jason Hummel who 
accompanied Miller on most of his trips, ski videographer and splitboarder Jacob Hase, and Kyle Miller. Music for the film 
soundtrack was contributed by several talented Pacific Northwest groups: Elk and Boar (Moonlight), Handful of Luvin’ 
(Born Lucky), Again and Again (Excuse This Honesty), J Minus (Castles Made of Snow), and James Coates (On My Way Home); 
plus international recording artist Moby (Wait for Me).

View the 3-minute teaser for FreeRider here: www.crestpictures.com/freerider
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